Level 2 and Level 3
–
Specification

Printmaking

Award in
Printmaking

These qualifications have been
written to provide an insight into the
traditional practice of printmaking;
combining the development and
exploration of practical techniques
alongside key intellectual processes
and principles. Printmaking as a
creative activity has a long and
distinguished history. It has provided
a multi-faceted vehicle for an
enormously diverse range of artists,
from Durer to Warhol, to explore an
equally
diverse
range
of issues
and
an equally
diverse
range
of issues
ideas.
and ideas.
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Qualification
overview
1.1
Qualification purpose

UAL Awarding Body Awards in
Printmaking have been
designed and written by a team
of leading practitioners from the
sector to provide students with
an exciting and challenging
experience which will introduce
them to the rigours and rewards
of exploring and working within
this creativity activity.
Printmaking as a creative
activity has a long and
distinguished history. It has
provided a multi-faceted vehicle
for an enormously diverse range
of artists, from Durer to Warhol,
to explore an equally diverse
range of issues and ideas.
It is hoped that students
undertaking UAL Awarding
Body qualifications will be
empowered and inspired to
continue that rich tradition.
Consultation with interested
parties has included teaching
staff and practitioners from
across the full spectrum of
secondary, further and higher
education and from within the
creative industries.

It is expected that qualification
delivery teams will be innovative
in delivery whilst ensuring that
the core function of extending
and translating students’
abilities into realisable goals is
achieved.

1.2
Objectives

To enable the student
to develop:
1.	An understanding of the
value of printmaking as a
tool for creative activity
2.	A range of printmaking skills
appropriate to the support
of creative activity
3.	A critical and analytical
approach to printing practice
4. An awareness of the different
contexts, approaches and
disciplines of printmaking
within creative activity.
The qualification numbers or
QANs are as follows:
	Level 2 Award in Printmaking
500/9672/2
	Level 3 Award in Printmaking
501/0680/6

The qualifications, whilst
allowing students to build on
prior experience, will require
them to face up to new
intellectual and material
experiences and challenges
designed to deliver an
independent critical
understanding and
extended skills base.
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Frame of
Reference
1.3 Qualification structures
Level 2 Award in Printmaking

Level 3 Award in Printmaking

> Total Qualification Time (TQT): 100
> Minimum Guided Learning Hours (GLH): 60
> Minimum independent study (IS) hours: 40
> Total Credits: 10

> Total Qualification Time (TQT): 100
> Minimum Guided Learning Hours (GLH): 60
> Minimum independent study (IS) hours: 40
> Total Credits: 10

In order to achieve a Level 2 Award in Printmaking students must
complete two units. The mandatory unit below:

In order to achieve a Level 3 Award in Printmaking students must
complete two units. The mandatory unit below:

Unit 1

Unit 7

Principles of Printmaking

Level 2 30 GLH
Credits: 5

In addition to one of five optional units:
Unit 2

Intaglio Printmaking

Unit 3

Relief Printmaking

Unit 4

Lithographic Printmaking

Unit 5

Screen Printing

Unit 6

Experimental Printmaking

Level 3 30 GLH
Credits: 5

In addition to one of five optional units:
Level 2 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 2 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 2 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 2 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 2 30 GLH
Credits: 5

Students may achieve any one of the UAL Printmaking
qualifications depending upon their individual motivations and
interests.
The titles of the units at Level 2 and Level 3 are the same and it is
through the Learning Outcomes and, in particular, the Assessment
Criteria that the units differ to reflect the level of autonomy and
accountability, application and action, and knowledge and
understanding required at the two levels.
It is anticipated that UAL Awards in Printmaking, both at Level 2
and Level 3, will be be delivered within 60 Guided Learning Hours
(GLH).
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Level 3 Principles of Printmaking

Unit 8

Intaglio Printmaking

Unit 9

Relief Printmaking

Unit 10 Lithographic Printmaking
Unit 11 Screen Printing
Unit 12 Experimental Printmaking

Level 3 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 3 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 3 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 3 30 GLH
Credits: 5
Level 3 30 GLH
Credits: 5

1.4
Admissions

UAL Awarding Body expects
centres to recruit with integrity
and on the basis of applicants’
anticipated ability to
successfully complete the
requirements of these
qualifications.

1.5
Induction

Centres should provide
students with an induction,
which ensures that:
> A course handbook is
provided, along with any other
supporting material to
facilitate effective learning
> Timetable arrangements are
clarified
> Academic tutorials systems
are provided
> Learning support needs are
identified and provided for, as
appropriate
> Course structures and
assessment requirements are
explained for internal
assessment, external
examination and external
moderation
> Health and safety regulations
and procedures are
explained.

1.6
Planning the programme

UAL Awarding Body supports
innovative approaches to
programme design and delivery
within the broad context of the
qualification aims and the
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.
The programme can be
delivered in a variety of ways,
but where possible should build
on established good practice.
Programme delivery should be
coherent and integrated, with
relationships between practical,
analytical, and critical skills and
contextual knowledge
emphasised.
It is anticipated that Centres
may choose to deliver UAL
Awarding Body Awards in
Printmaking additionality to
other art & design provision
at Levels 2, 3 and 4 (including
the UAL Foundation Diploma
in Art & Design) or as stand
alone qualifications.
Centres planning to deliver the
qualifications should familiarise
themselves with the individual
unit specifications and support
material including:
	Unit aims
Unit learning outcomes
Unit assessment criteria
Unit indicative content
	Unit teaching strategies and
learning activities
	Methods of assessment and
evidence of achievement
Necessary resources.

1.7
Assessment

Assessment is the process for
measuring a student’s skill,
knowledge and understanding
against the standards set in a
qualification.
All units that make up the UAL
Level 2 and 3 Printmaking
Awards are internally assessed
and verified by qualified staff
within a centre, and externally
moderated by UAL Awarding
Body.
All assignments and projects
devised by the centre or
students must provide
appropriate opportunities for
students to generate the
evidence required to meet the
assessment criteria for the unit
or units that the assignment or
project relates to. Students are
required to develop a portfolio
of evidence for all assignments
and projects set.
No matter how the evidence is
generated, all evidence
provided to meet the
assessment criteria must be:
-	Valid: relevant to the skills,
knowledge and
understanding for which
competence is claimed
-	Reliable: indicates that the
student can consistently
demonstrate the knowledge,
skills and understanding
required to demonstrate
competence
-	Authentic: produced by the
student
-	Sufficient: fully meets the
requirements of the unit or
units.
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1.8
Internal verification

Internal verification is the
process of ensuring that
everyone who assesses a
particular qualification in a
centre is assessing to the same
standards.
Centres must have an
established internal quality
assurance framework to ensure
that UAL Awarding Body
approval, quality assurance and
contractual arrangements are
met. It is the responsibility of
internal verifiers to ensure that
assessors’ decisions are
sampled and monitored to
ensure consistency and fairness
and that assessments set are
appropriate and at the required
level. Internal verifiers are also
responsible for supporting
assessors by offering advice
and guidance.
The internal verifier will follow
the centre’s own sampling
strategy in selecting the sample
to be internally verified and
must over time, include
evidence from a full range of
work, student achievement and
decisions made by all staff with
assessment responsibility.

1.9
External moderation

External moderation is
concerned solely with
evaluating the validity of
centres’ assessment decisions
through the external moderation
of internally-assessed and
verified work.
External moderation is carried
out by external moderators who
are appointed, trained and
monitored by UAL Awarding
Body. External moderators are
responsible for ensuring that the
internal assessment is rigorous
and that assessment decisions
are fair, valid, reliable and free
from bias.
UAL Awarding Body’s external
moderation of internal
assessment is carried out at
least once a year to ensure that
assessments and grading
decisions are in line with the
required standards.
For further information on the
external moderation process,
please refer to the UAL
Awarding Body Centre
Handbook

1.10
Grading

Unit achievement is based on a
student’s ability to meet the
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.
To achieve these qualifications,
students must achieve a Pass
grade for every unit that makes
up the qualification.
Referral
Centres must refer students
who fail to meet the learning
outcomes and assessment
criteria following assessment of
internally assessed units. The
centre must inform students of
the learning outcomes that they
have failed to meet, and ensure
they are provided with
opportunities to work towards
meeting those outcomes within
a suitable timeframe. Students
will only be allowed one
opportunity to redeem a referral
in each unit before being
awarded a Fail.

It is recognised that different
centres use different
approaches and terminology
specific to their culture. The
UAL Awarding Body Centre
Handbook outlines some
examples of good practice for
the internal verification of
qualifications. Centres must
ensure their methodologies are
suitably robust and meet the
standards set by UAL Awarding
Body.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 1
Principles of
Printmaking

Level: 2
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To introduce the principles, knowledge,
understanding and skills necessary to safely undertake
printmaking activities.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Know contexts and
approaches to
printmaking.

1.1	Identify and assess
contexts and approaches
to printmaking.

2.	Know a range of
printmaking methods
and materials.

2.1	Use a range of
printmaking materials
and methods to explore
printmaking activity.

3. 	Be able to produce a
range of prints to achieve
creative solutions to
identified problems.

3.1	Produce a range of
different prints to achieve
creative solutions to
identified problems.
3.2	Assess effectiveness
of printmaking activity.

4.	Understand Health and
Safety procedures in the
printmaking workshop.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice in the
printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This mandatory unit is designed
to provide the student with an
introduction to the principles of
printmaking. The student should
be provided with an introduction
to historical and contemporary
printmaking. The student should
also be provided with the
knowledge and skills necessary
to safely and effectively
manipulate a range of materials
and methods and, as such, will
support learning in Units 2, 3, 4,
5 and 6.
It is intended that the practical
learning for this unit should be
delivered through a range of
monoprint processes
emphasising the concept of the
matrix e.g. plate, block, stone,
stencil, screen or found material
or other means of carrying
image information. Students
should be encouraged to be
adventurous and open minded
in exploring monoprinting
materials and techniques.
Learning may be delivered
through lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
A range of activities might
include:
	An introduction to the
principles of printmaking
	An introduction to good
workshop practice and
relevant health and
safety procedures

	An introduction to the use of
different surfaces, materials
and methods for the
production of a ‘painterly’
print i.e. wood, aluminium,
glass, plastic, acetate,
perspex , paints, inks ,
pastels, crayons, turpentine,
(water and oil based) brush,
rags, toothbrush etc.
	An introduction to the
registration of single plate
or multi print plates
	An introduction to
Monoprinting using simple
techniques i.e. stencils and/or
masks printed with or without
a press and using inventive
inking and rolling.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement

Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Printmaking activity recorded
in reflective journals,
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets
and a portfolio of prints.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Print
Workshops, IT facilities and
information and research
sources. Centres must provide
an appropriate level of access
to dedicated general studios
and an adequate flexible or
open access provision in more
specialist areas.

This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may
be combined with those for
Unit 2 Intaglio Printmaking,
Unit 3 Relief Printmaking,
Unit 4 Lithographic Printmaking,
Unit 5 Screen Printing and
Unit 6 Experimental Printmaking.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 2
Intaglio Printmaking

Level: 2
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To introduce knowledge, understanding
and skills necessary to produce intaglio prints.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand context
and approaches to
intaglio printing.

1.1	Identify and assess the
context and approaches
to intaglio printing.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for intaglio
printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
intaglio printing.

3.	Be able to produce
intaglio prints.

3.1 Produce intaglio prints
for creative purposes.
3.2	Assess intaglio prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice within
a printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit may be linked with
mandatory Unit 1 Principles of
Printmaking. It is designed to
provide an introduction into the
Intaglio practice and, through
the investigation of a variety of
processes, to develop and
define creative solutions.
The learning for this unit should
be delivered as a studio/
workshop project (including a
health and safety induction),
which involves contextual
information, workshop
demonstrations and use, group
critiques, group tutorials and
independent study. Students
should be encouraged to be
open minded in exploring and
developing the Intaglio medium.
There are a variety of old and
new Intaglio technologies and
mechanisms to facilitate
imagery and techniques such
as collograph, hard ground, soft
ground (materials, drawn)
etching, viscosity, dry point, etc.
The tutor should select what is
appropriate or possible within
their educational facility.
A range of activities might
include:
	An introduction to working
through processes as a
system for recording a
sequence of events
	An introduction to working
through processes as a
structure for the development
of a series of images or
final imagery

	Lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
Students should understand
how to describe and collate
relevant research relating to
Intaglio practice. The students
should be able to recall and
apply a variety of technical
processes as a method for the
manipulation of imagery and to
resolve creative solutions (using
safe workshop practice).
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may
be combined with those for
Unit 1 Principles of Printmaking,
Unit 3 Relief Printmaking,
Unit 4 Lithographic Printmaking,
Unit 5 Screen Printing and
Unit 6 Experimental Printmaking.

Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Investigations into this
medium could be recorded in
Intaglio, prints, proofs,
drawings, workbooks, note
books, photographic
documentation, visual and
written development sheets,
personal reflective diaries
	Health and safety aspects
could include data sheets,
handouts, notes,
photographic documentation
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 3
Relief Printmaking

Level: 2
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To introduce the knowledge, understanding
and skills necessary to produce relief prints.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand context
and approaches to
relief printing.

1.1	Identify and assess
context and approaches
to relief printing.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for relief printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
relief printing.

3.	Be able to produce
relief prints.

3.1	Produce relief prints
for creative purposes.
3.2	Assess relief prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice in the
printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit maybe linked with
mandatory Unit 1 Principles of
Printmaking. It is designed to
introduce the student to the
practice of relief printmaking
through an investigation of a
range of techniques, leading to
the development of skills and
possible creative solutions.
The learning for this unit should
be delivered as a studio/
workshop project (including
a health and safety induction),
which involves workshop
demonstrations and use, group
critiques, group tutorials and
independent study. Students
should be encouraged to be
open minded in exploring and
developing the Relief medium.
There are a variety of old and
new Relief printmaking
technologies and mechanisms
to facilitate imagery, such
as direct, offset, hydraulic,
by hand or the matrix (material)
wood cut, wood engraving,
collograph, Lino, plastic etc.
The tutor should select what is
appropriate or possible within
their educational facility.
A range of activities might
include:
	An introduction to mark
making through surface
value, imprint and colour
to influence meaning and
achieve creative solutions
	An introduction to the Relief
printmaking medium as a
vehicle to make 2D and or
3D imagery in the form of
prints and relief casting
from the Matrix

	An introduction to Relief
Printmaking’s historical
perspectives such as
‘Social comment’ to
direct and resolve a series
or sequence of relief prints
	Lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

	Health and safety aspects
could include Data sheets,
handouts, notes,
photographic documentation.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.

The assessment activities for
this unit may
be combined with those for
Unit 1 Principles of Printmaking,
Unit 2 Intaglio Printmaking,
Unit 4 Lithographic Printmaking,
Unit 5 Screen Printing and
Unit 6 Experimental Printmaking.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Investigations into this
medium could be recorded in
Relief print, prints, proofs,
casts, drawings, workbooks,
note books, photographic
documentation, visual and
written development sheets,
personal reflective diaries
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 4
Lithographic
Printmaking

Level: 2
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To introduce the knowledge, understanding
and skills necessary to produce lithographic prints.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand the context
and approaches to
lithographic printing.

1.1	Identify and assess the
context and approaches
to lithographic printing.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for lithographic
printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
lithographic printing.

3.	Be able to produce
Lithographic prints.

3.1	Produce lithographic
prints for creative
purposes.
3.2	Assess lithographic prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice within
a printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit may be linked with
mandatory Unit 1 Principles
of Printmaking. It is designed
to introduce the student to the
Lithographic process through
the application of marks as a
phenomenon of chemical
processes, leading to a basic
understanding of the complex
preparation involved in
Lithography and the creative
output that can be achieved.
The learning for this unit
should be delivered as
studio/workshop project
(including health and safety
induction), which involves
workshop demonstration
and use, group tutorials and
independent study. Students
should be encouraged to
be open minded in exploring
and developing the
Lithographic medium.
There are a variety of old
and new Lithographic or
planographic technologies
and mechanisms to facilitate
imagery, such as Direct, Offset,
Dry or stone, plate, paper etc.
The tutor should select what is
appropriate or possible within
their educational facility.
A range of activities might
include:
	An introduction to the use
of the unique mark making
properties within lithography
such as crayon, reticulated
wash, inks and ‘found’
greasy materials to achieve
creative solutions

	An introduction to the
relationship within the mark
making and printing process
of water and grease; the
phenomenon in which
grease and water do not mix
to achieve creative solutions
in the form of 2D printed
matter or 3D lithographic
printed constructions
	An introduction to colour
Lithography using the
reduction technique
	Lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
Students should understand
how to describe and collate
relevant research relating to
the Lithographic process;
the students should be able to
identify complex preparation
and procedures to resolve
creative solutions (using safe
workshop practice).
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may be combined with
those for:
Unit 1 Principles of Printmaking,
Unit 2 Intaglio Printmaking,
Unit 3 Relief Printmaking,
Unit 5 Screen Printing and
Unit 6 Experimental Printmaking.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Investigations into this
medium could be recorded in
Lithographic monoprints,
prints, proofs, paper
constructions, drawings,
workbooks, note books,
photographic documentation,
visual and written
development sheets,
personal reflective diary
	Health and safety aspects
could include Data sheets,
handouts, notes, photographic
documentation.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 5
Screen Printing

Level: 2
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To introduce the knowledge, understanding
and skills necessary to produce screen prints.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand context
and approaches to
screen printing.

1.1	Identify and assess
context and approaches
to screen printing.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for multicolour
screen printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare
for multicolour
screen printing.

3.	Be able to produce
multicolour screen prints.

3.1	Produce multicolour
screen prints for
creative purposes.
3.2	Assess multicolour
screen prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice
and health and
safety procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice within
a printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit, linked with mandatory
Unit 1 Principles of Printmaking
is designed to provide the
student with an introduction to
the production of screen prints.
It is intended that the practical
learning for this unit should
be delivered through the
exploration of a range of
screen printing processes,
which emphasise the concept
of the indirect/direct stencil as
a means of defining the
appearance of the image.
Students should be encouraged
to be adventurous and open
minded in exploring the
potential of the screen printing
process when used in the
production of drawn, cut,
negative/positive or digitally
constructed single or multiple
images on paper or fabric.
This unit should provide an
opportunity for the student
to explore the richness and
excitement of transparent
and opaque colour overlays
and local colour effects in the
creation of images.
Learning may be delivered
through lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
A range of activities might
include:

	An introduction to positive,
negative, direct and indirect
processes of creating a
‘stencil’ for a screen
	An introduction to
opaqueness, transparency
and the mixing of inks for
artistic solutions
	An introduction to methods
of registration for multi
colour prints
	An introduction to paper/
fabric screen printing.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Reflective journals,
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets
and a portfolio of prints in
any form or format.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.

The assessment
activities for this unit may
be combined with those for
Unit 1 Principles of Printmaking,
Unit 2 Intaglio Printmaking,
Unit 3 Relief Printmaking,
Unit 4 Lithographic Printmaking
and Unit 6 Experimental
Printmaking.

	An introduction to good
workshop practice and
relevant health and
safety procedures
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 6
Experimental
Printmaking

Level: 2
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To introduce an experimental and creative
approach to printmaking.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand context
and approaches to
experimental printmaking.

1.1	Identify and assess
context and approaches
to experimental
printmaking.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for experimental
printmaking.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
experimental printmaking.

3.	Be able to produce
experimental prints.

3.1	Produce experimental
prints for creative
purposes.
3.2	Assess experimental
prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice in the
printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit is designed to
provide a coherent body of
knowledge which will enable
the student to understand the
characteristics of a range of
contemporary and traditional
experimental printmaking.
The learning for this unit
should be delivered as studio
projects designed to develop
the student’s confidence
in expressing their ideas
through the manipulation
and combination of a range
of print processes, taking into
consideration the impact of
technical, as well as aesthetic
factors, in the development of
innovatory printmaking.
The student should be provided
with the knowledge and
skills necessary to safely and
effectively manipulate a range
of two and/or three dimensional
materials and methods that
could be used for experimental
printmaking. The unit should
introduce the student to
the excitement of creating
innovative prints from a rich and
diverse range of materials e.g.
photo-emulsion, digital prints,
glass, wood, metal, canvas,
plastic, paper, paint stripper,
wax, sand, rice, flour, foils etc.
Methods to be explored could
include: montage, frottage,
embossing, marbling,
assemblage, cutting, ripping,
stitching, etc.

Learning may be delivered
through lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
A range of activities might
include:
	An introduction to digital
processes combined with
traditional processes to
realise an idea
	An introduction to printing a
two dimensional image onto
a three dimensional form
	An introduction to
opaqueness, transparency
and layering for artistic
solutions
	An introduction to the
enhanced print, i.e. print
with additional elements
	An introduction to the
enlarged printed image, i.e.
when an original image is
over laid and/or repeated
to form a larger image.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may
be combined with those for
Unit 1 Principles of Printmaking,
Unit 2 Intaglio Printmaking,
Unit 3 Relief Printmaking,
Unit 4 Lithographic Printmaking,
and Unit 5 Screen Printing.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	A selection of different sized
prints evidencing a
considered and controlled
use of a range of printmaking
processes and equipment.
The evidence could also
include annotated
comparisons and evaluations
of printmaking materials and
techniques, print tests,
roughs, mistakes, developed
printing plates/screens/
blocks, risk assessment and
a map of facilities presented
in notebooks, folders, print
portfolios.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art &
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 7
Principles of
Printmaking

Level: 3
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To develop knowledge and understanding of
the principles of printmaking and the skills used to safely
undertake printmaking activities.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
printmaking.

1.1	Identify contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
printmaking.
1.2	Critically compare
contextual perspectives
and approaches to
printmaking.

2.	Be able to experiment with
a range of printmaking
methods and materials.

2.1	Use a wide range of
printmaking materials
and methods to explore
printmaking activities.

3.	Be able to produce a
range of prints to achieve
creative solutions to
identified problems.

3.1	Produce a range of
different prints to achieve
creative solutions to
identified problems.
3.2	Analyse and evaluate
effectiveness of
printmaking activity.

4.	Understand Health and
Safety procedures in the
printmaking workshop.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice in the
printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This mandatory unit is designed
to provide the student with a
critical understanding of the
principles of printmaking. The
student should be provided with
an understanding of historical
and contemporary printmaking
enabling them to contextualise
their own practice. The unit
should also encourage an
exploration of the creation of
multiple images from an original
artistic concept.
The student should also be
provided with the knowledge
and skills necessary to safely
and effectively manipulate a
range of materials and methods
and, as such, will support
learning in Units 8, 9, 10, 11 and
12.
It is intended that the practical
learning for this unit should be
delivered through a range of
monoprint processes
emphasising the concept of the
matrix e.g. plate, block, stone,
stencil, screen or found material
or other means of carrying
image information. Students
should be encouraged to be
adventurous and open minded
in exploring monoprinting
materials and techniques.
Learning may be delivered
through lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.

A range of activities might
include:
	An exploration of the
principles and context
of printmaking activity
	An exploration of good
workshop practice and
relevant health and safety
procedures
	An exploration of different
surfaces and materials and
methods for the production
of a ‘painterly’ print
	An exploration of the
registration of single plate
or multi print plates
	An exploration of
monoprinting using a range
of techniques e.g. stencils
and/or masks blocks or litho
plates printed with or without
a press and using inventive
inking and rolling.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may be combined with
those for Unit 8 Intaglio
Printmaking, Unit 9 Relief
Printmaking, Unit 10
Lithographic Printmaking, Unit
11 Screen Printing and Unit 12
Experimental Printmaking.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Printmaking activity recorded
in reflective journals,
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets
and a portfolio of prints.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art &
Design Studios and Print
Workshops, IT facilities and
information and research
sources. Centres must provide
an appropriate level of access
to dedicated general studios
and an adequate flexible or
open access provision in more
specialist areas.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 8
Intaglio Printmaking

Level: 3
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To develop skills, knowledge and
understanding of the intaglio printing process.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand contextual
perspectives and
approaches to intaglio
printmaking.

1.1	Identify and critically
compare contextual
perspectives and
approaches to intaglio
printmaking.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for intaglio
printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
intaglio printing.

3.	Be able to produce
intaglio prints.

3.1	Produce intaglio prints to
achieve creative solutions
for identified goals.
3.2	Analyse and evaluate
intaglio prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice within
a printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit may be linked with
mandatory Unit 7 Principles of
Printmaking. It is designed to
provide a coherent body of
knowledge of the Intaglio
practice through the
investigation of processes and
context enabling students to
analyse, develop and define
creative solutions.
The learning for this unit should
be delivered as a studio/
workshop project (including a
health and safety induction),
which involves workshop
demonstrations and use, group
critiques, group tutorials and
independent study. Students
should be encouraged to be
open minded in exploring and
developing the Intaglio medium.
There are a variety of old and
new Intaglio technologies and
mechanisms to facilitate
imagery and techniques such
as collograph, hard ground, soft
ground etching (materials or
drawn), viscosity, dry point, etc.
The tutor should select what is
appropriate or possible within
their educational facility.

A range of activities might
include:
	An exploration of the context
of ‘reproduction’ as a vehicle
to make imagery
	An exploration of the meaning
of working through of variety
of processes as a system
for recording a sequence
of events
	An exploration of working
through of processes as a
structure for the development
of a series of images or
final imagery.
Students should understand
how to contextualise and
analyse relevant research
relating to Intaglio practice.
The students should be able
to recall and apply a variety
of technical processes as a
method for the manipulation
of imagery and to resolve
creative solutions (using safe
workshop practice).
A range of activities might
include lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment
activities for this unit may
be combined with those for
Unit 7 Principles of Printmaking,
Unit 9 Relief Printmaking,
Unit 10 Lithographic
Printmaking, Unit 11 Screen
Printing and Unit 12
Experimental Printmaking.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:

This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.

	Investigations into this
medium could be recorded
in Intaglio print, prints, proofs,
drawings, workbooks, note
books, photographic
documentation, visual and
written development sheets,
personal reflective diaries
	Analysis of Intaglio practice
could be recorded in:
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets,
digital material, personal
reflective diaries
	The use of Intaglio theory
(its context and processes)
in support of creative activity,
could be recorded in
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets,
digital material, personal
reflective diaries
	Health and safety aspects
could include Data sheets,
handouts, notes,
photographic documentation.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 9
Relief Printmaking

Level: 3
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To develop skills, knowledge and
understanding of the relief printmaking process.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
relief printing.

1.1	Identify and critically
compare contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
relief printing.

2.	Be able plan and prepare
for relief printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
relief printing.

3.	Be able to produce
relief prints.

3.1	Produce relief prints to
achieve creative solutions
for identified goals.
3.2	Analyse and evaluate
relief prints.

4.	Be able to produce
relief prints.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice in the
printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit maybe linked with
mandatory Unit 7 Principles of
Printmaking. It is designed to
provide a coherent body of
knowledge of the practice of
relief printmaking through the
investigation of a wide range of
approaches and contexts
enabling students to analyse
develop and define creative
solutions.
The learning for this unit
should be delivered as a
studio/workshop project
(including a health and safety
induction), which involves
workshop demonstrations
and use, group critiques,
group tutorials and independent
study. Students should be
encouraged to be open minded
in exploring and developing the
Relief medium.
There are a variety of old
and new Relief printmaking
technologies and mechanisms
to facilitate imagery, such as
direct, offset, hydraulic,
by hand and the matrix
(material) wood cut, wood
engraving, collograph, Lino,
plastic etc. The tutor should
select what is appropriate
or possible within their
educational facility.

A range of activities might
include:
	An exploration of the unique
mark making properties
incorporated in the
methodology and context
of the relief medium to
achieve a print or prints
	An exploration of mark
making through surface
value and imprint to in
influence meaning and
achieve creative solutions
	An exploration of Relief
printmaking medium as
a vehicle to make 2D and or
3D imagery (such as plaster
casting from the matrix)
	An exploration of Relief
Printmaking’s context such as
‘Social comment’ to direct
and resolve a series of relief
prints or final print
	Lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
Students should understand
how to contextualise and
analyse relevant research
relating to Relief printmaking
practice. The students should
be able to recall and apply a
variety of techniques as a
method for the manipulation of
imagery and to resolve creative
solutions (using safe workshop
practice).
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement

This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio of
evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.
The assessment activities for
this unit may be combined with
those for Unit 7 Principles of
Printmaking, Unit 8 Intaglio
Printmaking, Unit 10
Lithographic Printmaking, Unit
11 Screen Printing and Unit 12
Experimental Printmaking.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Investigations into this
medium could be recorded in
Relief print, prints, proofs,
drawings, workbooks, note
books, photographic
documentation, visual and
written development sheets,
personal reflective diaries
	Analysis of Relief practice
could be recorded in:
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets,
digital material, personal
reflective diaries
	Analysis of Intaglio practice
could be recorded in:
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets,
digital material, personal
reflective diaries
	The use of Relief theory
(its context and processes)
in support of creative
activity, could be recorded
in workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets,
digital material, personal
reflective diaries

	Health and safety
aspects could include Data
sheets, handouts, notes,
photographic documentation.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 10
Lithographic
Printmaking

Level: 3
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To develop skills, knowledge and
understanding of the lithographic printing process.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
lithographic printmaking.

1.1	Identify and critically
compare contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
lithographic printmaking.

2.	Be able to plan
and prepare for
lithographic printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
lithographic printing.

3.	Be able to produce
Lithographic prints.

3.1	Produce lithographic
prints to achieve
creative solutions
for identified goals.
3.2	Analyse and evaluate
lithographic prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice within
a printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit may be linked with
mandatory Unit 7 Principles of
Printmaking. It is designed to
introduce the student to the
Lithographic process through
the application of marks as a
phenomenon of chemical
processes, leading to a basic
understanding of the complex
preparation involved in
Lithography and the creative
output that can be achieved.
The learning for this unit
should be delivered as
studio/workshop project
(including health and safety
induction), which involves
workshop demonstration and
use, group critiques, group
tutorials and independent study.
Students should be encouraged
to be open minded in exploring
and developing the Lithographic
medium.
There are a variety of old
and new Lithographic or
planographic technologies
and mechanisms to facilitate
imagery, such as Direct, Offset,
Dry or stone, plate, paper etc.
The tutor should select what is
appropriate or possible within
their educational facility.
A range of activities might
include:
	An exploration of the unique
mark making properties
which exist within the
methodology and context
to create a variety of
planographic prints

	An exploration of chemical
processing and systems
within the medium as a
vehicle to make 2D and
3D imagery such as printed
paper sculpture
	An exploration of the
relationship within the mark
making and printing process
of water and grease; the
phenomenon in which grease
and water do not mix to
achieve creative solutions
	An exploration of colour
processing in Lithography by
the build up of runs to achieve
complex imagery
	Lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
Students should understand
how to contextualise and
analyse relevant research
relating to the Lithographic
process; the students should
be able to recall and apply
complex preparation and
procedures to manipulate
and resolve creative solutions
(using safe workshop practice).
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may be combined with
those for Unit 7 Principles
of Printmaking, Unit 8 Intaglio
Printmaking, Unit 9 Relief
Printmaking, Unit 11 Screen
Printing and Unit 12
Experimental Printmaking.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Investigations into this
medium could be recorded
in Lithographic monoprints,
prints, proofs, paper
constructions, drawings,
workbooks, note books,
photographic documentation,
visual and written
development sheets,
personal reflective diaries
	Analysis of lithography
practice could be recorded
in: workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets,
digital material, personal
reflective diaries
	The use of lithographic theory
(its context and phenomenon)
in support of creative activity,
could be recorded in
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets,
digital material, personal
reflective diaries
	Health and safety
aspects could include Data
sheets, handouts, notes,
photographic documentation.

This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 11
Screen Printing

Level: 3
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To develop skills, knowledge and
understanding of the screen printing process.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand context
and approaches to
screen printing.

1.1	Identify and critically
compare contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
screen printing.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for multicolour
screen printing.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
multicolour screen
printing.

3.	Be able to produce
multicolour screen prints.

3.1	Produce multicolour
screen prints to achieve
creative solutions for
identified goals.
3.2	Analyse and evaluate
multicolour screen prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice within
a printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit, linked with mandatory
Unit 7 Principles of Printmaking
is designed to provide
an understanding of the
characteristics and versatility
of the screen printing process
for creative practice.
It is intended that the practical
learning for this unit should
be delivered through the
exploration of a range of screen
printing processes which
emphasise the concept of
the indirect/direct stencil
as a means of defining the
appearance of the image.
Students should be encouraged
to be adventurous and open
minded in exploring the
potential of the screen printing
process when used in the
production of drawn, cut,
negative/positive or digitally
constructed single or multiple
images on paper or fabric.
This unit should provide an
opportunity for the student
to explore the richness and
excitement of transparent and
opaque colour overlays and
local colour effects in the
creation of images.
Learning may be delivered
through lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.

A range of activities might
include:
	An exploration of good
workshop practice
and relevant health and
safety procedures
	An exploration of the positive,
negative, direct and indirect
processes of creating a
‘stencil’ for a screen
	An exploration of
opaqueness, transparency
and the mixing of inks for
artistic solutions
	An exploration of different
methods of registration
of single screens for multi
colour prints
	An exploration of paper/fabric
screen printing
	An exploration of
photographic screen
printing methods.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the
unit outcomes and
assessment criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may be combined with
those for:
Unit 7 Principles of Printmaking,
Unit 8 Intaglio Printmaking,
Unit 9 Relief Printmaking,
Unit 10 Lithographic
Printmaking and Unit 12
Experimental Printmaking.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Reflective journals,
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets
and a portfolio of prints and/
or fabric samples.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art and
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.
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Units and
Indicative
Content

Unit 12
Experimental
Printmaking

Level: 3
GLH: 30

IS: 20

TUT: 50

Credits: 5

Unit Aim: To develop an experimental and creative
approach to printmaking.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Criteria

The student will:

The student can:

1. 	Understand context
and approaches to
experimental printmaking.

1.1	Identify and critically
compare contextual
perspectives and
approaches to
experimental printmaking.

2.	Be able to plan and
prepare for experimental
printmaking.

2.1	Plan and prepare for
experimental printmaking.

3.	Be able to produce
experimental prints.

3.1	Produce a series of
experimental prints to
achieve creative solutions
to identified goals.
3.2	Analyse and evaluate
experimental prints.

4.	Understand printmaking
workshop practice and
health and safety
procedures.
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4.1	Identify and use safe
working practice in the
printmaking workshop.

Indicative content,
teaching strategies
and learning activities

This unit is designed to provide
a coherent body of knowledge
which will enable the student to
understand the characteristics
of a range of contemporary
and traditional experimental
printmaking and inform their
own practice.
The learning for this unit
should be delivered as studio
projects designed to develop
the student’s confidence
in expressing their ideas
through the manipulation
and combination of a range
of print processes, taking into
consideration the impact of
technical as well as aesthetic
factors in the development of
innovatory printmaking.
The student should be provided
with the knowledge and skills
necessary to safely and
effectively manipulate a range
of two and/or three dimensional
materials and methods that
could be used for experimental
printmaking. The unit should
encourage the student to
explore the excitement of
creating innovative prints
from a rich and diverse range
of materials e.g. photo-emulsion,
digital prints, glass, wood,
metal, canvas, plastic, paper,
paint stripper, wax, sand,
rice, flour, foils etc. Methods
to be explored could include:
montage, frottage, embossing,
marbling, assemblage, cutting,
ripping, stitching, etc.

Learning may be delivered
through lectures, discussions,
workshops, demonstrations,
educational visits or other
supporting events.
A range of activities might
include:
	An exploration of digital
processes combined with
traditional processes to
realise an idea
	An exploration of printing a
two dimensional image onto
a three dimensional form
	An exploration of the
transformation of prints into
a three dimensional sculpture
or artefact
	An exploration of
opaqueness, transparency
and layering for artistic
solutions
	An exploration of the
enhanced print, i.e. print
with additional elements
	An exploration of the enlarged
printed image, i.e. when an
original image is over laid
and/or repeated to form a
larger image.
Centres should adopt a delivery
approach which supports the
development of their particular
students. The aims and
aspirations of all students,
including those with identified
special needs, should be
considered and appropriate
support mechanisms put
in place.

Methods of assessment
and evidence
of achievement
This unit will be internally
assessed and moderated
through a student’s portfolio
of evidence against the unit
outcomes and assessment
criteria.

The assessment activities for
this unit may be combined
with those for Unit 7 Principles
of Printmaking, Unit 8 Intaglio
Printmaking, Unit 9 Relief
Printmaking, Unit 10
Lithographic Printmaking, and
Unit 11 Screen Printing.
Evidence is not prescribed.
It could typically include:
	Reflective journals,
workbooks, note books,
visual development sheets
and a portfolio of prints in any
form or format.
This list is not exhaustive.
Students should be encouraged
to develop the most appropriate
evidence to demonstrate
their achievement of the unit
learning outcomes and
assessment criteria.

Additional information

Centres must have the physical
resources to successfully
implement the programme
including appropriately
equipped and updated Art &
Design Studios and Workshops,
IT facilities and information and
research sources. Centres must
provide an appropriate level of
access to dedicated general
studios and an adequate flexible
or open access provision in
more specialist areas.
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